
Let's train the next generation in 
cybersecurity so that together we 

can build a more responsible 
digital future.



WALLIX, 
leader européen
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As Europe's leading provider of Identity & 
Access cybersecurity solutions, WALLIX 
works every day to secure the digital future 
of businesses.

3000
customers

300
Distributors & 

Integrators

90
contries

+240
employees

DR
Digital 

Responsibility

KEY FIGURES

8 
Officices 



An international 
publisher



WALLIX, 
a committed company
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In the face of growing digital risks, we defend the need 
for positive control of access and data in the service of 
the digital sovereignty of states, companies and 
citizens. 

WALLIX is one of the cybersecurity companies most 
committed to digital responsibility and, more broadly, 
to corporate responsibility. Faced with the shortage of 
talent in our sector, we are part of the France 2030 
strategy to accelerate cyber training.



WALLIX WE EDU: 
the way forward
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To meet the new challenges of our increasingly digital 
world, and in line with our CSR strategy, we wanted to 
go further in training the younger generation in the 
issues and professions of responsible cybersecurity, so 
that together we can build a digital world we can trust. 

That's what WALLIX WE EDU is all about.



Creation of a short bachelor-level 
course with ESIEA and EPITA

Creation of a specialized master's 
degree in "cyber sovereignty" with 
the French Ministry of the Interior and 
ESIEA

Participation in the ESIEA and EPITA 
cybersecurity curriculum 
development committee

What is 
WALLIX WE EDU ?
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EXAMPLES OF CONCRETE INITIATIVES

The program is aimed at higher education students, and is 
tailored to the specific characteristics of each school and 
university, to reach both young people who are considering 
a career as a specialist (engineers, developers, etc.), and 
those who are training future employees in the cross-
disciplinary challenges of cybersecurity (managers, 
decision-makers, sales people, etc.), with a particular 
emphasis on encouraging greater female representation.

Training students to understand the benefits of digital 
sovereignty takes concrete form through content, real-life 
case studies and customer experiences, plus free access to 
our technical solutions. 
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WALLIX organizes an immersive 
half-day to showcase its various 
technical professions.

This "Vis ma vie" day is :

Vis ma vie 
at Wallix

A product demo
A workshop with immersive 
problems
Discussions with our professions
Advice from our HR teams
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A program led by our business 
experts (Qualiopi Formation-

certified employees) who share 
their expertise and experience in 

the field and on customer 
projects with the students.

A program that gives you 
access to our technical 

solutions, with a free license 
so you can get straight to 

work.

Furthermore, depending on the 
availability of its experts, Wallix
undertakes to organize one-off 

events, such as webinars, 
general or professional 

conferences, to participate in 
the evaluation of student 

projects, to sponsor graduating 
classes, etc.

WALLIX WE EDU,
A training program
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The WALLIX Academy trains and 
supports professionals, partners and 
customers, as they develop their 
cybersecurity skills, using WALLIX 
products. This training program has 
been recognized and certified by 
Qualiopi since 2021.

The WALLIX ACADEMY 
Certified training 

courses



Support for teachers
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The WALLIX CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL / WCP-P 
training courseto become a WALLIX trainer for all 
levels 

This 3-day technical training course introduces you to 
our WALLIX Bastion solution, alternating theory and 
practice, and is based on active participation by the 
trainer, who will have to configure and administer 
Bastion in an LAB platform to become completely 
autonomous. At the end of the course, the trainer will 
have to pass an exam in the form of a multiple-choice 
test. A minimum score of 70% is required for 
certification. The certified teacher will receive a 
diploma attesting to WALLIX Certified Professional -
Bastion WCP-P status.

CERTIFICATION
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WALLIX ADMINISTRATOR / WCA-P training courseTo
understand a PAM - BASTION solution and be able to 
manage it on a day-to-day basis. 

Prerequisites
The student should be familiar with SSH, RDP, proxy 
concepts and Linux environments. Skills in systems, 
networks and infrastructures will enable the student to 
acquire WALLIX Bastion more quickly. 

Skills
The aim of this training course is to provide the student 
with the necessary means to understand the basic 
concepts and functionalities for maintaining the 
solution. The course therefore focuses on the 
administration of the Bastion solution, and does not 
cover its installation and deployment.

Skills acquisition for 
students



A certification, an 
asset on your CV!
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Completing the program also guarantees students 
access to internships, apprenticeships and job offers 
with WALLIX and many other companies, in a market 
that is increasingly demanding cyber profiles.

Above all, WCA-P certification is a major asset on 
students' CVs, enabling them to attract the best job 
offers by presenting recruiters with a high value-added, 
directly operational curriculum.

CERTIFICATION
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WALLIX undertakes to take 
part in career events organized 
by the corporate relations 
department, or other HR-
related events (help with first 
interviews, etc.).

Recruitment
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WALLIX offers apprenticeship 
and professionalization 
contracts in addition to 
internships, because we are 
convinced that this is the best 
springboard for training and 
professional integration!

Apprenticeships
and internships

Happy At Work
label for the 

3rd consecutive year



WALLIX WE EDU wants to 

engage the younger generations 

to contribute to the advent of a 

new digital world that is more 

responsible "by design" and 

therefore more resilient.

Loreline DESCORMIERS
ldescormiers@wallix.com
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